FUELSCOOP

ROOF MOUNTED
AERODYNAMICS

Designed to work. Made to last.

ROOF MOUNTED AERODYNAMICS
STYLE & EFFICIENCY
Since the early 1980’s Fuelscoop has been integrally associated with effective
truck aerodynamics. As trucks became more sophisticated so did Fuelscoop;
modernising design with proven aerodynamic standards and connecting to the
roof by means of a powder coated bracket system.
Then in 2008, Fuelscoop was further developed by linking the proven aerodynamic
styling with a moulded mounting base; this base picked up on the factory inserted
roof mount points. To ensure long term reliable service, a moulded flange enables
the non-bolted areas of the base to be held down with double sided adhesive.
This system over many hundreds of Fuelscoop’s has proven to be faultless.
Savings in excess of ten percent are normal, with many client experiences having
exceeded twenty percent; especially on small trucks. In some instances, truck
stability and/or performance can be a customer’s motive for installation. In all
cases, an improvement of one, or all objectives is achieved.
This pictorial overview provides examples of all makes and models for which a
Fuelscoop is available. A number of client experiences from the installation of a
Fuelscoop to a variety of truck makes and models are also included. The trucks
included in this booklet are DAF, Hino, Isuzu, Iveco, Mercedes, Mitsubishi-FUSO,
UD and Volvo.

DAF
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HINO 300
Owner Peter Smith stated that his average economy prior to fitting Fuelscoop
was 11-13 mpg (in varying conditions), with the truck slowing to under 90kph
over some hills. However, since fitting Fuelscoop his economy has improved
to around 15-16 mpg and over the same hills he keeps to at least 100kph.
Result - Fuel saving of around 29% & Extra performance.

HINO 500

HINO FC

HINO 700
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ISUZU GIGA
In California USA, Steve Amato fitted a Fuelscoop
to his Isuzu N-Series and improved his fuel
consumption from 9.5mpg to 11mpg.
Steve said.... “Before we installed the Fuelscoop
(& an Aeroz-Products moulded Sunvisor),
I completed a few trips to San Diego. During these
trips with the 102” high truck body I found that it
was a fight to keep control of my Isuzu N-Series,
especially when there were gusts of wind.This
all changed when I fitted the Fuelscoop, from
Aeroz-America. Now the truck seems to want
to ‘hold a line’ and is much more stable, and
further to the early indications is that we’ll soon
pay off our investment in the Fuelscoop, as the
fuel consumption has improved by around one
and a half miles per gallon.I am happy with the
purchase of FUELSCOOP....Absolutely - it looks
great, improves the appearance, performance
and stability of my truck, and saves me gas;
what’s not to love?”
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ISUZU N-SERIES

IVECO EUROCARGO

ISUZU F-SERIES (H.D.)
Malec Bros. Transport (Lara, Vic.) listened to the facts and
acknowledged that the cone on their HD F-Series Isuzu deflects
the airflow down behind the cab. They agreed to fit a Fuelscoop
- the result was an additional saving of 12%. Following this a
further trial was completed, fitting a Fuelscoop onto their smaller
F-Series (again in front of a cone already fitted). The result was
a further saving of 15%.

IVECO STRALIS

ISUZU F-SERIES (NARROW)
Brandon Robinson (Montrose, Vic.) listened to the facts
and then noticed that the body moulded cone on his
truck deflects half the airflow down behind the cab
and decided to install a Fuelscoop. Brandon has since
advised that his best economy from his Isuzu with cone
fitted, was 3.8 Kpl. By installing Fuelscoop in front of the
cone he has improved his economy by 0.8 Kpl.

MERCEDES BENZ ATEGO
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MITSUBISHI CANTER
Hunter Express like so many others, noticed that the
body moulded cone on their Fuso Fighter deflects
half the airflow down behind the cab. They agreed
to install a Fuelscoop. Les Marven has confirmed the
truck handles far better on the road; and financially,
by installing Fuelscoop in front of the cone they have
improved the economy by around 17%.

MITSUBISHI FIGHTER
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MITSUBISHI HEAVY DUTY

Foamex were interested in testing Fuelscoop to
see if it could help the performance of the body
moulded cone already fitted. Within the day of
installation a difference was noticed; a few days
later an extra saving of 14% was confirmed.

UD MK CONDOR

UD PK CONDOR

UD QUON

Double CM Transport of Pakenham first fitted a Fuelscoop to their
UD PK in 2012. The truck travelled daily between Pakenham and
Ballarat: a round trip of approx 350km. Carl Murgia was thrilled
with the performance, reporting that after fitting the Fuelscoop he
saved approx $80 per trip, a saving of 0.17 L/km. As a result of his
experience with Fuelscoop, Double CM Transport fleet now includes
six Fuelscoops and one Full Aerodynamic Kit.

VOLVO FM
VOLVO FE

Aldi fitted a Fuelscoop in place of a genuine Volvo
device and reported an addition fuel saving of 10%
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FUELSCOOP

ROOF MOUNTED AERODYNAMICS
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
1. FUELSCOOP fits to most Japanese
truck cabs by a moulded base and
picks up factory installed mount
point, ensuring no-risk installation.
Double sided tape stops vibration.
2. For most European trucks a powder
coated bracket system picks up
factory mount points. In some
instances moulded mount points
make this possible.
3. Fuelscoop provides the benefits
as declared, improves the overall
truck appeal, it is also designed for
strength with no need for internal
brackets due to integral support.

KEY FEATURES
Substantially improves
- Fuel efficiency
- Truck stability
- Driver safety
- Drive-train wear’n’tear
Modern moulded design

4. A frontal view of Fuelscoop exposes
a ‘cut’ that redirects the airflow
outwards causing a ‘streaming’
affect. This intensified airflow streams
along the Fuelscoop acts like a
cushion assisting the vehicle stability,
thereby improving the truck’s safety,
increasing performance and reducing
fuel consumption.

Proven tough on-road

5. Many transport companies already
have NoseCone; Malec Bros had
a Fuelscoop fitted in front. Result
12%additional saving on heavy duty
rigid and 15% extra on narrow cab.

Won’t cause cab damage

No exposed brackets
Easily installed
Improves visual aesthetics
Increased brand exposure
Easily removed (if necessary)
Compliments NoseCone
performance

Easily painted (if required)
Available Heights
- 600mm
- 800mm*
- 1000mm
*Not available on some
European models
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